
INTRODUCTION

The enhancement in the integration density and
speed performance of UISI circuits requires the
miniaturization of transistors and interconnects as well
as higher current driving capabilities for hansistors. As
a result, large currents must be conducted though long
interconnections having small cross sections. Therefore
the establishment of new metallization scheme which
ensures high electromigration reliability as wen as low
electric resistance is extremely important. There has
been much interest in Cu because of its high
conductivity as well as high resistance to
electromigration failures[L]. Recently, we have shown
Giant-grain copper thin films having grain sizes as large
as several hundred microns are ideal for use in high-
speed UISI interconnects. Such giant-grain Cu films
were created by a low-energy ion bombardment
process[2] and a subsequent thermal annealing.
However, it has been very difficult so far to evaluate the
reliability of cu interconnects due to its extremely large
electromigration resistance. It takes too much time to
observe degradation in the test interconnect with
conventional stress technique.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate their
superior electromigration resistance, in particular under
extremely large current stress, using a newly-developed
accelerated testing method[3]. of particular importance
in evaluating the electromigration resistance of Cu
interconnects is the employment of innert ambient, thus
avoiding the copper oxidation during the test. As a
result, we have shown that the giant-grain Cu
interconnects exhibit more than one order of magnitude
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larger resistance as compared to Al-Si-Cu
interconnects. Furthermore, we have discovered a new
mode of electromigration failure occurring in Cu
interconnects when an extremely large current stress
(>2.3xL0' Ncmtl condition is employed.

EXPERIMENTAL

lpm-thick Cu films were formed on SiOr(10Onm
thicQ by RF-DC coupled mode bias sputtering.
Substrate bias voltages (Vs) of -80V was employed to
create giant-grain copper films(lOOpm) after thermal
annealing, which was carried out in Ar ambient at
350'C for 6 hours. These Cu films were then patterned
by wet etching to form test interconnects which were
4-5prm in width and 80pm in length. As a result, the Cu
test interconnects having giant-grains have at most one
or two grain boundaries within a sample.
Electromigration test was canied out using the newly-
developed accelerated lifetest method illustrated in Fig.L
both in cleanroom air and in N, ambient. The acceration
was achieved by large current stress (more than
LOTNcmz) and high temperature stress (100-200'C) due
to the self heating of the test interconnects by the stress
current[4]. This measurement procedure consists of trvo
major cycles: one is a resistivity measurement cycle in
which the resistance of a test interconnect is monitored
at room temperature and the other is current stress cycle
in which the test interconnect is stressed by large current
density at an elevated temperature. As a result, it has
become possible for the first time to evaluate the
electromigration resistance of giant-grain Cu
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ABSTRACT
By using a newly-developed electromigration lifetest method under

extremely large current stress, we have evaluated electromigration resistance of
giant-grain copper interconnects. From the results of lifetests, we have
demonstrated giant-grain Cu interconnects have much larger electromigration
resistance than Al-alloy interconnects. Furthermore, wo have discovered a new
mode of electromigration failure occuning in Cu interconnects. Cu atoms move
to the direction traversing the electron flow when an extremely large current stress
condition is employed.
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interconnects in a very short period of time. For
comparative studies, Al-Si-Cu interconnects (900nm
thick) were formed by conventional sputtering process
and tested using the same method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of electromigration test canied out in
\ ambient are shown in Fig. 2. \\e figure shows the
Arrhenius plots of rpJ2, where r is the measured
electromigration lifetime and pJ2 is the stress power
density applied to the test interconnects. Therefore, aplz

indicates the total power given to a unit volume of Cu
before it shows a certain degradation due to
electromigration, a quantity representing an intrinsic
material property. It is clearly seen that Cu interconnects
exhibit at least one order of magnitude larger
electromigration resistance than Al-Si-Cu
interconnects. The activation energy determined by
Black's formula[S] for giant-grain copper interconnects
is 0.80eV. During the lifetest of Al-Si-Cu interconnects,
the reduction in the interconnect resistance was observed
at the initial stage. This is interpreted as the annealing
effect due to the Joule heating. Therefore the activation
energy of Al-Si-Cu interconnects can not be determined
from the data because the degradation by
electromigration and annealing of defects are occurring
simultaneously.
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Figure 2 Results of lifetest h N, ambient for
giant-grain Cu interconnects formed on SiO, by
low-energy ion bombardment process and for
Al-Si-Cu interconnects formed by conventional

sputtering process.
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Figure 3 SEM micrographs of giant-grain copper
interconnects before and after electromigration
lifetest.
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Figure 3 demonstrates the importance of testing
ambient. After the lifetest in a cleanroom air, the surface
roughness of Cu interconnect is seriously degraded by
oxidation. However, in the case of the lifetest in Nt
ambient, the formation of voids and hillocks due to the

electromigration are clearly visible at the upstream and
downstream portions of the electron flow, respectively.
The lifetime of Cu was about one order of magnitude
larger in the N, ambient than in the air. Therefore the

employment of a non-oxidizing ambient is quite
essential for electromigration tests of Cu interconnects.

The results of electromigration lifetest for giant-
grain copper interconnects evaluated both in cleanroom
air and in N, ambient are summafized in Fig. 4. Cu
interconnects evaluated in N, ambient exhibit one order
of magnitude larger electromigration resistance than
those evaluated in cleanroom air.
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Figure 5 shows the surface morphology of giant-
grain Cu interconnects after lifetest under an extremely

latgr stress current density(2.7xl07Ncm2). Untit<e the

degradation mode shown in Fig. 2 (see bottom two

micrographs), it is interesting to observe that Cu atoms

move to the direction traversing the electron flow as if
they are avoiding the flood of electrons.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of electromigration lifetests, it
has been demonstrated that giant-grain Cu interconnects
have much larger electromigration resistance than Al-
aroy interconnect. Furthermore, we have discovered a

new mode of electromigration failure occurring in Cu

interconnects in which Cu atoms move to the direction
traversing the electron flow. The giant-grain Cu

interconnects are the most promising alternative to the

Al-alloy interconnects for realizing ultra high speed

UISI's.
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Figure 4 Anhenius plots of lcpP for
Giant-Grain Cu interconnects evaluated both
in cleanroomair and in N, ambient.
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Figure 5 SEM micrographs of giant-grain Cu

interconnects after lifetest under an extremely
large stress current density(2 .7xltr Ncnf).
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